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Abstract
Active search is a learning paradigm where we
seek to identify as many members of a rare, valu-
able class as possible given a labeling budget. Pre-
vious work on active search has assumed access to
a faithful (and expensive) oracle reporting experi-
mental results. However, some settings offer ac-
cess to cheaper surrogates such as computational
simulation that may aid in the search. We propose
a model of multifidelity active search, as well as
a novel, computationally efficient policy for this
setting that is motivated by state-of-the-art classi-
cal policies. Our policy is nonmyopic and budget
aware, allowing for a dynamic tradeoff between
exploration and exploitation. We evaluate the per-
formance of our solution on real-world datasets
and demonstrate significantly better performance
than natural benchmarks.
1. Introduction
The goal of active search is to identify members of a rare and
valuable class among a large pool of unlabeled points. This
is a simple model of many real-world discovery problems,
such as drug discovery and fraud detection. Active search
proceeds by successively querying an oracle that returns a
binary label indicating whether or not a chosen data point
exhibits the desired properties. In many applications, this
oracle is expensive, limiting the number of queries that could
be made. The challenge is to design a policy to sequentially
query the oracle in order to discover as many targets as
possible, subject to a given labeling budget.
Active search has been extensively studied under various
settings (Garnett et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2017; 2018; 2019).
Notably, Jiang et al. (2017) proved a hardness of approxi-
mation result, showing that no polynomial-time policy can
approximate the performance of the Bayesian optimal policy
within any constant factor. Thus active search is surprisingly
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hard. However, the authors also proposed an efficient ap-
proximation to the optimal policy that delivers impressive
empirical performance. The key feature of their policy is its
ability to account for the remaining budget and dynamically
trade off exploration and exploitation.
Most previous work on active search has assumed access
to only a single expensive oracle providing labels. In prac-
tice, however, we may have several methods of probing the
search space, including cheap, low-fidelity surrogates. For
example, a computational simulation may serve as a noisy
approximation to an experiment done in a laboratory, and we
may reasonably seek to use a cheaper computational search
to help design the expensive experiments. This motivates
the problem of multifidelity active search, where oracles
of different fidelities may be simultaneously accessed to
accelerate the search process. The central question in this
task is how to effectively leverage these oracles in order to
maximize the rate of discovery.
We present a model for multifidelity active search and study
the problem under the framework of Bayesian decision the-
ory. We propose a novel policy for this setting inspired by
the state-of-the-art single-fidelity policy mentioned above.
The result is an efficient approximation to the optimal multi-
fidelity policy that is specifically tailored to take advantage
of low-fidelity oracles. We also create aggressive branch-
and-bound pruning strategies to increase the efficiency of
our proposed algorithm, enabling scaling to large datasets.
In a series of experiments, we investigate the performance
of our policy on several real-world datasets for scientific
discovery. Our solution outperforms various baselines from
the literature by a large margin.
2. Problem Definition
We first introduce the general active search model and nota-
tions. Suppose we are given a finite set of points X , {xi},
which includes a rare, valuable subset R ⊂ X . The mem-
bers ofR, which we call targets or positives, are not known
a priori, but whether a given point x ∈ X is a target can be
determined by making a query to an oracle that returns the
binary label y , 1{x ∈ R}. We assume that querying the
oracle is expensive and that we only have a limited budget
of t queries to do so. We denote a given dataset of queried
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Figure 1. An illustration of our multifidelity active search model.
Each short vertical line indicates when a query finishes and the
next query is made. The numbers indicate the order in which
queries are made across the two oracles. The low-fidelity oracle is
k = 2 times faster than the high-fidelity oracle. The budget on H
is t = 10; in total, T = t+ kt− k = 28 queries are made.
times, we will use Di to denote the dataset collected after i
queries.
2.1. Multifidelity Active Search
In addition to the expensive oracle that returns the exact
label of a query, we have access to other cheaper but more
noisy oracles that are low-fidelity approximations to the
exact oracle. We limit our setting to two levels of fidelity—
one exact oracle and one noisy oracle, denoted as H and L,
respectively—but note that our proposed algorithm can be
extended to more than two fidelities with minor modifica-
tions, as we will discuss later.
For a given point x ∈ X , we denote its exact label on H
as yH and its noisy label on L as yL. Under this setting, a
datasetD can be partitioned intoDL, the observations made
on L, and DH , those that are made on H . Recall that our
objective is to query as many targets as possible; as such, to
express our preference over different datasets, we use the
natural utility function




the number of targets discovered on the H fidelity.
We assume that queries to different oracles are run in paral-
lel, but a high-fidelity query takes longer to complete than
a low-fidelity one. In particular, we will assume that each
query on H is k times slower than a query on L.1 That is,
each time we make a query on H , we may make k sequen-
tial queries on L while waiting for the result. The process
will then repeat until the budget is depleted. This model
aims to emulate real-life scientific discovery procedures, the
main motivation for active search, where multiple fidelities
(e.g., computational and experimental campaigns) are often
run in parallel but vary in response time.
1This assumption is for simplicity; asynchronous queries could
be addressed with a slight modification of our proposed algorithm.
If we are given a budget of t queries on H , we can make
kt − k queries on L; in total, T = t + kt − k queries are
made. (Although a total of kt queries can be made on L,
after the final query on H is made at iteration T , further
queries on L do not affect the final utility. We thus terminate
after T queries.) This query schedule illustrated in Figure 1
for t = 10 and k = 2.
2.2. The Bayesian Optimal Policy
We now derive the optimal (expected-case) policy using
Bayesian decision theory. First, we assume access to a prob-
abilistic classification model that computes the posterior
probability that a point x ∈ X is a target given a dataset D,
Pr (yH = 1 | x,D), as well as the posterior probability that
the same x is a positive on L, Pr (yL = 1 | x,D).
Suppose we are currently at iteration i + 1 ≤ T , having
observed the dataset Di, and now need to make the next
query, requesting the label of an unlabeled point xi+1. The
Bayesian optimal policy selects the point that maximizes
the expected utility of the terminal dataset DT , assuming





u (DT \ Di) | xi+1,Di
]
.
If the query is on H , the expectation is taken over the poste-
rior distribution of the label of the putative query xi+1; if
the query is on L, it is over the joint distribution of the L
label of xi+1 and the label of the pending H query (recall
that we sequentially query k points on L while waiting for
an H query that runs in parallel to finish).
To compute this expected utility, we follow the backward
induction procedure described in Bellman (1957). In the









u (DT \ DT−1) Pr (yH | xT ,DT−1)
= Pr (yH = 1 | xT ,DT−1) .
The optimal decision at this final step is therefore to greed-
ily query the point most likely to be a target, maximiz-
ing Pr (yH = 1 | xT ,DT−1). For the second-to-last query,
which is on L, the expected utility is
E
[






Pr (yH = 1 | xT ,DT−1)
]
.
This is the expected future reward to be collected at the next
and final step, which we have shown to be optimally the
greedy query. Again, at this iteration, the second-to-last
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H query is still pending, so the expectation is taken over
the joint distribution of the label of that query and that of
the putative L query. In general, we compute this expected
utility at iteration i+ 1 ≤ T for an L query recursively as
E
[








u (DT \ Di+1) | xi+2,Di+1
]]
. (1)
For an H query, this expected utility may still be recursively
computed in the same manner but has a different expansion:
E
[
u (DT \ Di | xi+1,Di)
]







u (DT \ Di+1) | xi+2,Di+1
]]
. (2)
The new term in (2), Pr (yH = 1 | xi+1,Di), accounts
for the possibility that our running reward increases if
xi+1 ∈ R, as we are querying on fidelity H . This is simply
the probability that xi+1 is indeed a target. Also different
from (1), the expectation is taken over the distribution of
the label yH of the putative point xi+1 only, as there is no
pending query at this time. An intuitive interpretation of the
sum in (2) is the balance between exploitation, the imme-
diate reward Pr (yH = 1 | xi+1,Di), and exploration, the
expected future reward u (DT \ Di+1) conditioned on this
putative query. Again, the exploitation term is not present in
(1) when an L query is made, as the query cannot possibly
increase our utility immediately.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, computing the optimal policy is a
daunting task: the time complexity of computing the expec-




, where ` = T − i
is the number of remaining queries and n is the number of
unlabeled points. This optimal policy is computationally
intractable, and suboptimal approximations are needed in
practice. One natural solution is to shorten the lookahead
horizon, pretending there are only `′ < T − i iterations
remaining. This idea constitutes myopic policies, the most
straightforward of which is the greedy strategy that queries
the point with the highest probability of being a target in
the single-fidelity setting, setting `′ = 1. However, the de-
sign of a greedy policy for an L query is not obvious, as no
immediate reward can be obtained by making the query.
2.3. Hardness of Approximation
In addition to demonstrating the intractability of the analo-
gous Bayesian optimal policy in the classical single-fidelity
setting, Jiang et al. (2017) proved that no polynomial-time
policy can approximate the optimal policy (in terms of the
expected terminal utility) by any constant factor. This was
done by constructing an adversarial family of active search
problems featuring “hidden treasures” that are provably
difficult to uncover without exponential work. By modi-
fying details of this construction, the performance of any
polynomial-time policy can be made arbitrarily worse in
expectation than that of the optimal policy.
This hardness result naturally extends to our multifidelity
model, as even access to a perfectly faithful low-fidelity
oracle cannot aid a polynomial-time active search policy
in one of these adversarial examples. If we assume posi-
tives on L also count towards our utility, one such active
search problem with a faithful low-fidelity oracle reduces
to a single-fidelity problem with a budget on H increased
by a factor of (k + 1). Unless k is exponential in the initial
budget, any polynomial-time policy remains incapable of
approximating the optimal policy. Under our model, only
positives on H count towards our utility, so the performance
of any policy is further reduced. We therefore obtain the
same hardness of approximation result. However, we can
still reasonably aim to design efficient approximations to
the optimal policy that perform well in practice.
3. Efficient Nonmyopic Approximation
Our proposed algorithm is inspired by the ENS policy, in-
troduced by Jiang et al. (2017) for the single-fidelity active
search setting. ENS offers an efficient and nonmyopic ap-
proximation to the optimal policy by assuming that after
the putative query, all remaining budget will be spent simul-
taneously in one batch. Under this heuristic, the optimal
decision following the putative query is to greedily construct
the batch with points having the highest probabilities. The
expected utility of this batch is simply the sum of these high-
est probabilities due to linearity of expectation and therefore
can be computed efficiently. An interesting interpretation by
Jiang et al. (2017) about ENS is that it matches the optimal
policy given that after the putative query, the labels of the
remaining unlabeled points are conditionally independent.
3.1. One-stage Approximation
As a stepping stone to our proposed policy, consider the
following adoption of ENS. We reapply the heuristic by as-
suming that after the putative query, which can be on either
L or H , all remaining H queries will be made simultane-
ously in one batch. Again, the optimal choice for this batch
is the set of most promising points, which we will refer to
as the greedy H batch. Using the summation-prime symbol∑′
s to denote the sum of the top s terms, we approximate
the maximum expected utility of the remaining portion of










Pr (yH = 1 | xi+2,Di+1) , (3)
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where `H = b(T − i−1)/(k+1)c is the number of remain-
ing H queries. The resulting policy queries the point that
maximizes the expected utility in (1) and (2), using (3) as
an approximation. This policy is cognizant of the remaining
budget on H and performs well in our experiments (see
appendix). However, by assuming that the greedy H batch
will be queried immediately following the putative point, the
strategy fails to consider future queries that could be made
to the low-fidelity oracle in its lookahead; this motivates the
design of our proposed policy described below.
3.2. Two-stage Approximation
Our main contribution is a policy we call MF–ENS, an effi-
cient approximation to the optimal policy that additionally
accounts for future L queries. As above, we assume in our
lookahead that after the putative query, our H budget will
be spent simultaneously. However, prior to committing to
that final batch, we assume we may make k ≤ k additional
L queries (also simultaneously) with the goal of improv-
ing the expected utility of the final H batch. To faithfully
emulate our search model, we set k to be the number of L
queries remaining before the next H query is made.2 We
denote this batch of exploratory L queries as XL ⊂ X \DL
and the corresponding labels as YL ∈ {0, 1}k. In the lan-
guage of approximate dynamic programming (Bertsekas,
1995), the policy described in the previous subsection is a
one-stage rollout policy where the base policy selects the
optimal batch on H following the putative query. MF–ENS
on the other hand is a two-stage rollout policy whose base
policy first queries the L batch XL, and upon observing YL,
adaptively queries the updated optimal H batch.
How should we construct XL to best improve the greedy
H batch at the second stage? One option would be to ap-
peal to nonmyopic policies for batch active search (Jiang
et al., 2018), but the best-promising batch policies become
prohibitively expensive in this context as we would need to
construct a new batch for each putative query and label. In
general, the conditional dependence among the labels in the
set YL poses a computational challenge in approximating
the expected utility gained from querying a given XL batch.
Recall that in the single-fidelity setting, the ENS policy is
optimal if labels become conditionally independent after
the chosen point. Let us make a similar assumption to ease
computation: we assume that labels become conditionally
independent after the putative query, except for the pair of
labels (on H and L) corresponding to each point. That
is, revealing the label yL of a point x is allowed to affect
our belief about the corresponding label yH , but not the
belief about any other label of any other point. This struc-
ture allows for efficiently sharing information between the
2When making an H query, k = k; when making an L query,
we subtract the number of L queries since the pending H query.
fidelities and enables our multistage lookahead approach.3
We now aim to quantify the value of querying an unlabeled
point on L in improving the final H batch. Our solution
is motivated by a heuristic search for alternatives to the
members of the greedy H batch that is assembled under
the one-stage approximation. Given a putative query, we
still construct that same greedy H batch. Then, for each
candidate x not in the greedy H batch, we consider the
expected marginal gain in utility of querying it on L and
modifying the membership of the H batch in light of its
newly revealed label yL.
Recall that observing yL only changes the distribution of
yH of the same x under our assumption. Let p∗ be the
lowest success probability among the current H batch and
consider two cases. If Pr (yH = 1 | x,D) exceeds p∗ as yL
is revealed, we swap out the corresponding least-promising
member of the batch with x and thus increase the final
batch’s expected utility. Otherwise, we do not modify the
current batch. The value of querying x on L and observing
yL, denoted as v (x | D), is then
v (x | D) , EyL
[
max (Pr (yH = 1 | x, yL,D)− p∗, 0)
]
.
This score can be rapidly computed for most models un-
der our conditional independence assumption. With this
value function in hand, we then greedily construct XL with
the candidates having the highest values. Another com-
putational benefit of label independence is that v (x | D)
automatically vanishes for points already labeled on H , as
querying its L label does not affect the belief of our model
and thus cannot improve the H batch. This reduces our
search space in computing the exploratory batch XL.
We now proceed to the last step of the rollout procedure
in MF–ENS: marginalizing over YL, the labels of XL. As
previously described, for each possible value of YL, we
approximate the optimal sequence of queries following the
putative one andXL with the updated greedyH batch given










Pr (yH = 1 | x,XL, YL,Di)
]
. (4)
At each iteration, MF–ENS queries the candidate maximizing
the expected utility in (1) and (2), as approximated by (4).
As an extension of ENS, our approach is nonmyopic and
aware of the remaining budget; we will demonstrate the
impact of this reasoning in our experiments. The policy
also factors in future L queries, actively taking advantage
of the ability to query the low-fidelity oracle. We give the
pseudocode for the policy in the appendix.
3This is only used in policy construction and not in inference!
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3.3. Extension to Multiple Low Fidelities
So far, we have assumed our model only consists of one
exact oracle H and one noisy oracle L. To extend MF–ENS
to settings where there are multiple noisy oracles {Li} that
approximate H , potentially at different levels of fidelity, we
still aim to design each query to maximize the expected
utility on H , marginalizing future experiments on the {Li}
oracles. Once again limiting the conditional dependence
among labels to those of the same point, now between each
lower-fidelity Li and H , we identify a batch of appropriate
size for each Li, marginalize their labels, update the proba-
bilities on H , and compute the approximate expected utility.
When there is only one low fidelity, this strategy reduces to
the base version of MF–ENS we have presented here.
3.4. Implementation and Pruning
Active search requires a classification model computing a
given point’s success probability with an oracle. We extend
the k-nearest neighbor introduced by Garnett et al. (2012) to
our multifidelity setting by allowing information observed
on L to propagate to H . Specifically, when calculating the
probability that an unlabeled point x ∈ X is a positive on
H , Pr (yH = 1 | x,D), we take into account the revealed
labels of its nearest neighbors on both fidelities, as well as
its own L label, yL. Effectively, we treat each given point
x ∈ X as having two separate copies: one corresponding
to its H label, denoted as xH , and one corresponding to
its L label, denoted as xL. Compared to the single-fidelity
k-nearest neighbor, the set of nearest neighbors of xH is
now doubled to include both copies of its original neighbors
and its own copy on L, xL. Formally, denote NNsingle(x) as
the original nearest neighbor set of x. The nearest neighbor
set of xH under our multifidelity predictive model is











To account for the unknown accuracy of the low-fidelity
oracle, we apply a damping factor q ∈ (0, 1) to the weights
of the neighbors on L; q is dynamically set at each iteration
via maximum likelihood estimation.
This model performs well in practice, is nonparametric,
and can be efficiently updated in light of new data. The last
feature is essential in allowing for fast lookahead, the central
component of our method. The time complexity of a naive
implementation of MF–ENS is O
(
2k n2 log n
)
,4 where k
is the number of L queries made for each H query and n
is the size of the candidate pool. The corresponding time





et al., 2017), to which MF–ENS adds a factor of 2k from
4Note that we are assuming k is small enough that 2k is a
small constant; if this is not the case, we may approximate (4) by
sampling instead, replacing 2k by s, the number of samples used.
the exhaustive marginalization of the exploratory L labels.
We may also take advantage of the implementation trick
developed by Jiang et al. (2017), which reduces the time
complexity toO
(
2k n (n+m logm)
)
, where m n is the
maximum number of unlabeled points whose probabilities
are affected by a newly revealed label. The interested reader
may refer to §3.2 of Jiang et al. (2017) for more detail.
We also extend existing branch-and-bound pruning strate-
gies to further reduce the computation time of our policy at
each search iteration. First, following previous work (Gar-
nett et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2017), we establish an upper
bound of the score function that is the approximate expected
utility defined by (4). This allows us to eliminate candidates
whose score upper bounds are lower than the current best
score we have found, as their actual scores cannot possibly
be the final best score. These upper bounds are computa-
tionally cheap to evaluate, so applying this pruning check
only adds a trivial overhead to each search iteration. Further,
we develop an extension of this pruning strategy by making
use of the fact that computing the score of a point involves
marginalizing over its unknown label. We thus apply similar
pruning checks at every step during this marginalization,
which allows us to identify and prune suboptimal candidates
“on the fly,” avoiding any unnecessary computation.
Concretely, denote by f(x) the score of an unlabeled point
x ∈ X , defined by (4) for MF–ENS. Suppose x has a
posterior probability of π = Pr (y = 1 | x,D), where y
is the label to be returned by the oracle we are currently
querying. As previously described, we compute f(x) by
calculating its partial values while marginalizing over y:
f(x) = π f (x | y = 1) + (1− π) f (x | y = 0) ,
where f(x | y) is the partial score of x according to (4) when
conditioned on a value of y. Suppose before computing
either f(x | y = 0) or f(x | y = 1), we know these partial
scores are upper bounded by u(x) given a new positive label
and u(x) given a new negative label:
f(x | y = 1) < u(x); f(x | y = 0) < u(x).
As such, f(x) need not be evaluated if
π u(x) + (1− π)u(x) < f∗, (5)
where f∗ is the current best score we have found. This prun-
ing strategy has been found to offer a significant speedup
in previous work (Garnett et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2017;
2018).
We extend this strategy by considering the case in which
a given candidate x is not pruned because (5) is not satis-
fied, and we proceed with the calculation of f(x). Now,
suppose we have computed only f (x | y = 1) and not yet
f (x | y = 0) and observe that
π f (x | y = 1) + (1− π)u(x) < f∗,
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then we may also safely conclude that f(x) cannot possi-
bly exceed f∗ without needing to go further and compute
f(x | y = 0). If this condition is met, we simply abort
the computation of the current score f(x) and move on to
the next unpruned candidate. For each H query, we apply
this partial pruning check once (either after conditioning
on yH = 1 and before on yH = 0 or vice versa) for each
candidate that is not eliminated by the full pruning check (5).
For an L query, we may do this at most three times for each
candidate, as the marginalization over the joint distribution
of the putative label and the pending H label when comput-
ing f(x) involves four different possible label combinations.
We quantify the effectiveness of these pruning strategies
and show that they can significantly reduce the computation
time of our methods in the appendix.
At an iteration where the current best score f∗ does not
exceed the majority of the score upper bounds, many can-
didates may be left unpruned. In order to help our policy
avoid having to calculate the scores of a large number of
candidates and consequently spending too much time on a
single iteration, we place an upper limit on how many can-
didates are to be considered before we terminate the search.
Our approach is to first follow the lazy-evaluation strategy
introduced by Jiang et al. (2018) and sort the candidates by
their score upper bounds. With this sorting, candidates with
higher upper bounds will be considered first, and a candidate
will never be considered if it will be pruned later on. Now,
at each iteration, if after having considered u candidates and
noticing that there are still unpruned points remaining, we
simply consider a randomly selected subset of size at most
s of the unpruned set, before terminating the search and
returning the current best candidate. In our experiments, we
set u = s = 500 for MF–ENS.
We note that this strategy is only used when pruning fails
to reduce our search space to be below u+ s, and to allow
us to collect results over a long horizon over many repeated
experiments. When applied in a real-life planning setting,
MF–ENS can still cover the entirety of a large pool of candi-
dates if desired, even with a significant portion of the pool
unpruned. In our experiments, MF–ENS takes approximately
30 seconds to reach its quota of 1000 candidates when prun-
ing is unsuccessful; the time for it to fully cover a pool of
100 000 points (about the size of the real-world datasets
used in our experiments) is thus well under one hour. In
short, our policy remains tractable in real-life settings, even
without successful pruning.
4. Related Work
This work is an extension of the larger active search
paradigm, first introduced by Garnett et al. (2012). Ac-
tive search is a variant of active learning (Settles, 2009)
where the goal is not to learn an accurate model but to find
and query positive labels. Previous work has studied active
search under different settings such as finding a given num-
ber of targets as fast/cheaply as possible (Warmuth et al.,
2002; 2003; Jiang et al., 2019), making queries in batches
(Jiang et al., 2018), or when points have real-valued util-
ity (Vanchinathan et al., 2015). Our work generalizes ENS,
the policy proposed by Jiang et al. (2017) from the single-
fidelity setting. The authors of that work demonstrated that
their policy is nonmyopic and aware of its exact budget, al-
lowing it to automatically balance between exploration and
exploitation during search and outperform various baselines
by a large margin. We will make the same observations
about our policy.
Multifidelity active search was first examined by Klyuch-
nikov et al. (2019), who specifically considered the search
problem of a recommender system: identifying items that
users of a given application are interested in. They modeled
predictions made by a trained preference model as output of
a low-fidelity oracle and proposed a co-kriging predictive
model (Álvarez et al., 2012) to perform inference on the
users’ true preferences. Under their setting, queries to the
oracles are made sequentially, one after another. Our multifi-
delity setting is different, modeling situations where oracles
of different fidelities are available to run in parallel and vary
in their response times, common in scientific experiments
and testing. Regardless, our proposed policy could be natu-
rally adopted to their sequential model; the only difference
in the computation is that the marginalization over a pending
H label is no longer necessary. Further, as we will show in
later experiments, our algorithm outperforms the adoption
of their upper confidence bound (UCB) policy for various
datasets. To our knowledge, our work is the first to tackle
multifidelity active search using Bayesian decision theory.
Active search is equivalent to Bayesian optimization (BO)
(Brochu et al., 2010; Snoek et al., 2012) with binary observa-
tions and cumulative reward. Multifidelity BO itself has been
studied considerably, and policies corresponding to common
acquisition functions have been adopted to multifidelity set-
tings, including expected improvement (Huang et al., 2006;
Picheny et al., 2013), knowledge gradient (Poloczek et al.,
2017; Wu et al., 2020), and UCB (Kandasamy et al., 2017).
However, most of these policies are derived from or moti-
vated by greedy approximations to the optimal policy under
different utility functions, and to our knowledge, no nonmy-
opic multifidelity BO policies have been proposed.
Active search is related to the multi-armed bandit (MAB)
problem (Lai & Robbins, 1985). In particular, querying the
label of a point can be viewed as “pulling an arm” in MAB;
in active search, an arm cannot be pulled twice but is cor-
related to its neighbors. Kandasamy et al. (2016) studied a
formulation of multifidelity MAB in which each arm may be
pulled on different fidelities at different costs, and proposed
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Table 1. Experiment results with an H budget of t = 300, averaged across all repeated experiments for each setting. θ is the simulated
false positive rate of the low-fidelity oracle; k is the number of L queries made between two H queries (i.e., the speed ratio between the
two fidelities). Each entry denotes the average number of targets found across the repeated experiments and the corresponding standard
error in parentheses. The best performance in each column is highlighted bold.
ECFP4 GpiDAPH3 BMG
θ = 0.1 θ = 0.3 θ = 0.1 θ = 0.3 θ = 0.1 θ = 0.3
k = 2 k = 5 k = 2 k = 5 k = 2 k = 5 k = 2 k = 5 k = 2 k = 5 k = 2 k = 5
ENS 218 (4.5) 218 (4.5) 213 (4.2) 213 (4.2) 197 (4.7) 197 (4.7) 186 (5.3) 186 (5.3) 279 (1.6) 279 (1.6) 278 (1.7) 278 (1.7)
MF–UCB 227 (4.8) 238 (4.4) 200 (5.7) 206 (5.8) 200 (5.7) 212 (5.7) 187 (5.5) 200 (5.3) 284 (1.0) 289 (1.0) 274 (2.0) 277 (1.7)
UG 228 (4.9) 237 (4.4) 207 (5.8) 209 (5.8) 204 (5.6) 211 (5.7) 191 (5.6) 202 (5.6) 283 (1.2) 287 (1.1) 278 (2.0) 280 (1.6)
MF–ENS 244 (3.5) 250 (3.2) 226 (4.5) 230 (4.4) 230 (3.8) 243 (3.4) 208 (5.0) 221 (4.3) 290 (0.7) 294 (0.6) 286 (1.1) 286 (1.1)
















Figure 2. The difference in cumulative targets found between MF–
ENS and ENS, averaged across all experiments and datasets.
a policy that is a variant of UCB. By assuming the accuracy
of the lower fidelities is known, the authors derived strong
theoretical guarantees for their proposed policy.
5. Experiments
We now compare the empirical performance of MF–ENS
against several benchmarks.5 As previously described, ENS
is a state-of-the-art, nonmyopic active search policy in the
single-fidelity setting. In our experiments, this policy simply
ignores the low-fidelity oracle, serving as a single-fidelity
baseline to illustrate the benefit of having access to low-
fidelity queries. We also test against the MF–UCB policy
for multifidelity active search, recently proposed by Klyuch-
nikov et al. (2019). Under this policy, each candidate x has a
UCB–style score of α (x,D) = π + β
√
π(1− π), where π
is the probability of x having a positive label on the fidelity
being queried and β is the exploration/exploitation tradeoff
parameter.6 We set β = 0.01 for L queries and β = 0.001
5Matlab implementations of our policies are avail-
able at: https://github.com/KrisNguyen135/
multifidelity-active-search .
6The authors also considered an odd scenario in which the
correlation between the two oracles is negative. We assume that
this correlation is always positive, and it is constructed to be so.
for H queries, as suggested in the same work. For another
benchmark, we consider a simple but natural heuristic for
multifidelity optimization, that low-fidelity queries should
serve to narrow down the most-promising search regions
(exploration), so that more informed queries could be made
on the higher-fidelity oracle (exploitation). Inspired by this
heuristic, we design a policy we call UG (for uncertainty
and greedy sampling) that always queries the most uncertain
points on L and the points most likely to be positive on H .
Uncertainty sampling is chosen for the role of exploration
due to its popularity as an active learning technique (Lewis
& Gale, 1994). UG may also be viewed as the limit of UCB
when β approaches infinity on L for maximum exploration
and 0 on H for maximum exploitation.
Datasets for multifidelity active search are not readily avail-
able due to the relative novelty of the problem setting, at
least not in our motivating area of scientific discovery. How-
ever, numerous high-quality datasets are available in the
single-fidelity setting, which we will adopt and use to sim-
ulate multifidelity search. Namely, for each dataset, we
simulate the noisy labels returned by the low-fidelity oracle
using the following procedure. We first create a duplicate
of the true labels. Given θ ∈ (0, 1), we randomly select a
fraction θ of the positives from this duplicate set and “flip”
their labels to negative. We also randomly select the same
number of negatives and flip their values to positive. This
perturbed set of labels is then used as the L labels. This
construction yields simulated L labels with a false positive
rate of θ and a false negative rate of θ r/(1 − r), where
r ∈ (0, 1) is the prevalence rate of the positive setR in X .
In a typical active search problem, R is rare and r  1,
making the false negative rate much lower than the false
positive rate, a common characteristic of many real-world
scientific discovery and testing procedures.
We set θ ∈ {0.1, 0.3}. We set k, the number of L queries
that are made for each H query, to be either 2 or 5, and
set the budget on H to be 300. In each experiment, a pol-
icy starts with an initial training dataset of one randomly
selected target whose L label is also positive.
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Figure 3. An illustration of budget-awareness exhibited by MF–ENS. Left: The average progressive probabilities of points queried on H
by different active search policies. Right: The difference in cumulative targets found between MF–ENS and MF–UCB. The results are
averaged across all experiments and datasets.
5.1. Datasets
We conducted experiments on three real-world scientific dis-
covery datasets used in previous studies (Jiang et al., 2017;
2018; 2019). The first two come from drug discovery, where
the goal is to discover chemical compounds exhibiting bind-
ing activity with a given protein. Each protein defines the
target for an active search problem. Here we used the first 50
proteins from the BindingDB database (Liu et al., 2007) de-
scribed by Jiang et al. (2017). A set of 100 000 compounds
sampled from the ZINC database (Sterling & Irwin, 2015)
served as a shared negative set. Features for the compounds
are binary vectors encoding chemical characteristics, also
known as a chemoinformatic fingerprint. We considered
two fingerprints delivering good performance in previous
studies: ECFP4 and GpiDAPH3. The size of the positive set
for these 50 targets ranged from 205 to 1488 (mean 538),
having an average prevalence rate of r ≈ 0.5%. For each of
these two datasets and 50 targets, we repeat each experiment
five times, for a total of 500 search simulations.
The other dataset is related to a materials science application.
The targets in this case are alloys that can form bulk metal-
lic glasses (BMGs), which have higher toughness and better
wear resistance than crystalline alloys. This dataset com-
prises 106 810 alloys from the materials literature (Kawazoe
et al., 1997; Ward et al., 2016), 4275 of which exhibit glass-
forming ability (r ≈ 4%). We repeated each experiment 50
times for this dataset.
We report the average number of targets found by each
policy across the experiments with standard errors in paren-
theses in Table 1; each column corresponds to a specific
setting of θ and k under a dataset. We observe that our
policy MF–ENS outperforms all baselines by a large mar-
gin. In each column, a two-sided paired t–test rejects the
hypothesis that the average difference in the number of tar-
gets found between MF–ENS and any baseline is zero with
overwhelming confidence, returning a p–value of at most
4×10−5. We report these p–values in the appendix. Finally,
looking across the columns, we notice the expected trends:
performance of all algorithms except for ENS, which does
not utilize fidelity L, improves with higher k (when L is
cheaper) or with lower θ (when L is more accurate).
5.2. Performance Gain from Multifidelity Search
To further examine the benefit of having access to more than
just the exact oracle, we visualize the difference in the cu-
mulative number of targets found between MF–ENS and the
single-fidelity policy ENS, averaged across all experiments,
in Figure 2. We observe that MF–ENS completely dominates
ENS, finding roughly linearly more targets throughout the
search. This large difference in empirical performance illus-
trates the usefulness of the simulated low-fidelity oracle in
our experiments, and suggests that our approach is likely to
benefit search with any budget.
5.3. Nonmyopic Behavior
We have claimed that MF–ENS is nonmyopic and aware
of its remaining budget at any given time during a search.
We demonstrate this nonmyopia by first comparing the pro-
gressive probabilities of the points queried on H (at the
time of the queries being made) by the policy against the
myopic baselines MF–UCB and UG, averaged across all ex-
periments, in the left panel of Figure 3. Initially, MF–ENS
chooses points with lower probabilities, exploring the space.
As the search progresses, MF–ENS queries more promising
points, smoothly transitioning to exploitation. The opposite
trend can be observed for UCB and UG, whose probabilities
decrease over time due to greedy behavior. This differ-
ence translates to distinct patterns in the cumulative reward
achieved by these policies. The right panel of Figure 3
shows the difference in the cumulative number of targets
found between MF–ENS and MF–UCB, also averaged across
all experiments. During the first half of the search, MF–ENS
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appears to perform worse than MF–UCB, but quickly recov-
ers and outperforms the latter in the end. The corresponding
plot comparing MF–ENS and UG shows a similar trend and
is deferred to the appendix.
Overall, this phenomenon perfectly highlights the automatic
tradeoff between exploration and exploitation exhibited by
MF–ENS: the policy makes its initial queries to explore
the search space, often requesting labels that are not the
most likely to be positive and failing to collect substantial
immediate reward; however, as the budget decreases, its
queries grow more exploitative and are ultimately more
successful than those from myopic policies by leveraging
what it has learned.
6. Conclusion
We have proposed a multifidelity active search model in
which an exact oracle and a cheaper surrogate are queried
in parallel. We presented a novel nonmyopic policy (based
on two-stage rollout) for this setting that reasons about
the remaining queries on both fidelities seeking to maxi-
mize the total number of discoveries. Our policy is aware
of the remaining budget and dynamically balances explo-
ration and exploitation. Experiments on real-world data
demonstrate that the policy significantly outperforms my-
opic benchmarks.
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